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Manual
Translation from English to Local Language
Log in as usual with username and password.
1. Go to the next page via the Administrator Portal. Proceed to Admin Continue to Validations and
Theory Tests.
2. Select the sample to be translated (Figure 1)

Figure 1 Selection of theory test for translation

1. Go to Questions and check that there are questions in the system's main language English
2. Go to Language
3. Add language by selecting country.

4. The total number of questions in the main language and the number of questions that have been
translated are now displayed (Figure 2). Some questions are already available in the current local
language. This is shown in each box with question text, which can be seen in Figure 6 later.

Bild 2. Status antal frågor för lokalt språk efter val av land

1. Puch New activation codes. (Picture 2) Now comes a 12-digit code, which opens up to make
translation into valid language. (Picture 3)
2. Copy this code and then go to the start page by pressing Return to start page.

Figure 3 Activation code to open up for translation

1. Copy the 12-digit code in the Activation code field. (Picture 4)

Figure 4 Paste activation code

1. Go down a bit on the page under the activation code to Translate content. Click on that text.
(picture 4)
2. The Translate Content page is now displayed (Figure 5). Go to the current test in the list and press
this.

Bild 5. Val av prov för översättning

1. The selected sample is now displayed with the heading Translate -. All questions in current topics
are now displayed. (picture 6)

Figure 6 The questions for translation and control

The translation or corrections can now be done manually or automatically. If a question needs to be
further developed, there are also opportunities to comment on the question. (Picture 7)

Figure 7 The question in production mode

The Automatically translate box opens up Google translate. Now comes a suggestion for translation
into the chosen language. Carefully review the translation and adjust the language. (Picture 8)
Also make sure that there is a balance in length between the answers and that the incorrect answers
are almost correct. The answers that are incorrect must be credible answers. It is the balance that
measures knowledge.

Figure 8 The question automatically translated with Google

If the question needs to be adjusted in English, this can be done. But then leave a comment on
the question.
When the work is done, just exit the EFNMS Validation system

